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Out of the three components that make up internet marketing, social media has been the one that businesses

are often hesitant to get on board with. They seem to understand the importance of search engine

optimization as well as content integration on their website, but social media for business has been the piece

of the puzzle that strikes companies as unnecessary when it comes to improving their brand awareness. Why is

that?

Diss #1: Negative Comments On Social Could Ruin
My Reputation

On social media channels, customers have a very public opportunity to write negative comments about a

company, putting their brand in a bad light.

While social media makes it incredibly easy for disgruntled customers to display negativity for all to see, this is

a great opportunity for businesses to publicly explain the situation and make things right. Replying to negative

comments shows that you care and that you genuinely want to make your customers happy.

This is the perfect outlet to improve customer service for your business. Social media works best in real time,

giving you the immediate opportunity to view feedback from your customers.

Diss #2: Social Media Is Not Measurable

Business owners want to see graphs and figures showing how well marketing efforts are performing so they

can have a better idea of  which tactics to stick with in the future.
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Before utilizing social media marketing, business owners want to be sure that they can expect a positive ROI. If

they don’t believe social media will provide an ROI, they will avoid it like the plague. Businesses need to know

the bottom line, which is the fact that social media can help build their business and increase revenue.

Social media metrics actually do exist to measure results. Metrics can show a business owner:

Visits to the website via social referral

Returning visitors

Which pages were visited the most by social media users

How many leads social media generates

How many of those leads converted to customers

Number of followers gained (as compared to previous months)

Diss #3: My Company Is Doing Fine Without Social
Media and I Don’t Want to Waste Time Learning It

Companies that have been successful for 30 years or more, before the rise of social media, believe they can

perform just fine without this added marketing technique. The truth is, they may not understand social media

for business and the positive impact it can have on their company.

Research shows that the amount of worldwide users of social media is expected to reach 2.5 billion by 2018,

which is close to one-third of the Earth’s population. It is vital to understand how millennials prefer to

communicate with businesses, as they are the largest generation in the United States population currently.

One-third of millennials prefer social media as their main form of communication with businesses. Knowing

this, business owners would be harming themselves by choosing to ignore social media as a method of

marketing.

Social Media Offers Unique Opportunities

1. Connect with your audience. Social media provides an easy way to learn about your customers and connect

with your target audience. This is the ultimate way to form a better understanding of your customers’

demographics and the patterns of their behaviors. Connecting to your audience makes it easier to understand

the specific needs of your customers.
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2. Allow potential customers to find you easier. Social media helps to increase your website’s domain authority

(DA), meaning your company moves higher on the search results page. Additionally, when your company’s

content is shared on social media, it tells Google that your site is an authority, contributing to your site’s DA.

3. A great outlet for word-of-mouth recommendations. Potential customers prefer a brand that is trustworthy

and one that receives positive feedback. Social media channels are a perfect outlet for happy customers to

share their appreciation for a job well done. This can be one of the easiest ways to gain customers since your

loyal followers are doing all the work.

4. Carve out a specific niche. Social media outlets allow companies to reach out to audiences in their specific

niche through social networking, social bookmarking, and social news sites.This is helpful in that it flushes out

unrelated topics that could potentially get in the way of their voice being heard.

How will your business utilize social media to amplify your digital marketing
campaign? Already using social media for your business? How has it helped
your company succeed? Share your opinions with us!
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Social media is a growing, flexible tool that every business should take advantage of. If learned correctly, it

can become a lucrative way to market yourself, engage new and loyal customers, as well as find out what

customers are saying about you. Thanks for sharing this.
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Thanks for reading, Rachel!
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